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Volume V.

BUTTE,

HANDBALL
.. SERIES ON
'l'OURNAMENT OF SINGLES
WITH

SIXTEEN

A meeting

of the

handball

sharks

of

3 to discuss
tournament.

coming

It was decided to hold a tournament
two lost games,

Will make ,the tourney
than

it

had

been

DEBATES TO
SE~~~~~C~~~~

FOR MINES

the details

after

MINES HOOPSTERS
WIN ..

PLAYERS

Office at noon on February

elimination

14, 1928

STARTS

the school was held in Coach McAuliffe's

of the

MONTANA, FEBRUARY

somewhat

anticipated,

with
,This
shorter

that

it

WOUldbe as the earlier discussions were
on the order of a round robin series.

Series of Games Reveal Strength of Mines
Basketball Team
The past few weeks has revealed the
Mines Basketball
team as one of the'
strongest that the school has ever had,

Sigler played a spectacular
ter while "Fat"
Matlock
guard position with credit.

game at cenhandled
the

Out of the thirteen games it has played
sofar this year, the Mines team has made
334 points while its opponents have only
made 266. It is admitted that practicalJy all outside teams are stronger this

The Lineup.
Mines (14)
University (13)
Kelly, f.
,_. ._. ._"....Chinskey
Kiely, f ",,"""
"" __
".__
."".""".,, __
,,Over__turf
Matlock, Sigler, c.
,, Rule, Lindnille

Sixteen names
tourney started

·Serious and interisive work has been
.started
by aepirarrts
to the debating
.teams.
Two teams 'will function in the'
near future; one, composed of girls; and "
another, representing
the school.
The
.first contest of the former team Will be'
held with the Montana
State Normal
College, at Dillon, the first week in
March,
The team will be selected from
the following girls:
Josephine Michael,
Ceil Maillet, Katherine
Lee, Veronica
Smith and Patsy Alsop.

were entered
and the year than they have been in the past.
Dennehy, g. ""
",, .
.__
. Lewis
on Monday, February 6,
d
th
Little g
Wendt Ranken
If the lower classmen liste
on - e
,.
"""."
,
The games played so far, with the win- team decide to continue studying at the
ners indicated
by a "w" after
their Mines in the future, it will result in a
On January 12, the Mines quintet left

are practicing'
for the regular
Mines
team, so it looks as though some of these
men Will represent the school, unless lots

names are as follows:

team

of other good speakers will enter the race,

Game No.

any of the Montana

Players.

I-Hintalla
vs. McFarll1nd (w)
3-Matter
(w) vs. Dennehy.
2--Talpt vs. Weyerstall (w)
4-0'Connor
vs. Mahagin (w)
5~Holly vs. Hall (w)
6---Williams vs. Wenaas (w) ,
7-Connolly
vs. Whelan (w) .
8-Hinrichsen
(w) vs. Rodlin.
(Continued

Travelers,"
Ricks College, Idaho
Montana
state
Normal College,
mountain and St, Charles,
The Ore Diggers won from

tourney for Men-

tana high schools, usually held at BozeInan, will be held at the Mines' Gym,
~arch 7-10 this year.
The series of games will be held under
the auspices of the Montana State College with Mr. Ray B. Bowden as manager, and Coach McAuliffe in immediate
Charge.
It is hoped that the visiting teams will
like our gym and its school and its
to

study

here

teams.

in a 14-13 win for the Miners.
Since
then McAuliffe's men have played "The

ney Here

decide

be able to win over

these, played with the State University
team at Butte on December 31st, resulted

II. S. Hoop Tour-

lnembers
future.

should

Eight games have been played since
the Christmas
vacation.
The first of

on Page Seven)

The annual basketball

which

in

the

Tech,
Inter-

for Idaho

atella by a score of 31 to 13.
was marked with roughness.

The game
Kiely was

high point man playing a very good game
while Kelly and Dennehy played good
floor games. Matlock played a stellar
game at guard.
This game was the first
of three on the trip to Idaho.
MINES

the Uni-

to play the following games.

MINES (31)-IDAHO
TECH (13)
The Miners won a fast game from the
Idaho Tech Unit on Idaho's floor at Po-

(18)-RICKS

COLLEGE

versity five in a fast and exciting game.
The score was close throughout the game
and neither team was sure of a win until
the final whistle.
The game was marked
with much fouling, the Grizzlies scoring nine points from the gift line. Two
field shots were all which were connected
by Coach Stewart's squad.
Chinskey and Overturf were the stars
for the U Team, while Kiely and Kelly

for the Idaho Quint while Thompson,
Kiely and Dennehy showed up well for

for

the

Mines,

In

this

game

(Continued

Mr.

Scott

Johns,

says

Connolly,

that

it

and

Foster

is possible

for

girls to take part in the Intercollegiate'
debates, but the co-eds are focusing most
of their attention on the Normal College
contest.
Debates with the Billings PolytechniC
Institute
of Billings, Montana, and the
(Continuea

on Page Seven)

(35)

The Ore Diggers lost to the Ricks Normal college in a rough game by a score
of 35 to 18. The game was the Miners
second on the Idaho trip and was played on the Ricks floor at Rexburg, Idaho.
Matlock was put out of the game by the
foul route early in the contest.
Thompson played a stellar game at guard and
forward.
Ricks and Robertson
starred

starred

Newton,

on page Six

MINERS!!
BEAT THE BOB-CATS!

Series of Lectures
Continues
The eighth lecture of the School of
Mines Lecture Series was delivered on
January 18, by Mr. Guy Sheridan, who
is chief chemist of the Timber Butte
Milling Co. of this city. The subject of
Mr. Sheridan's
talk was "Selective Flotation," and he discussed the advancements made from elementary
flotation
methods to the present day methods of
mineral recovery.
He pointed out how froth flotation has
displaced the older methods of bulk oil
and oil film flotation, at greatly reduced
(Continued

on Page Seven)
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i Asseiri1J~{~· afe "tiiet>ack\lone'

rate

assembly was a" walloping good one. It
is too bad that it is .sometimes
found
necessary
to apply the singing two-byfour to the tender' bodie~ of some of our

$1.00 per year.

students.
but to the guilty often comes
swift retribution .. May the six reprobates
who suffered for their sins at the last

STAFF
Editorial
Editor

..~

H. F. Weyerstal!

Associate

'~nt

of'the

Editor

assembly serve
of the students.

L."F. E. Johnson

as a lesson to the rest
and then it will be pos-

sible to. let the paddles get a little rest.
instead of' wearing away on the trousers

Manageri~l

of class-mates.
Let's all be at the riext
assembly and make it a good one.

Business Manager ...:....:.;;....... Ceil Maillet
Ctrcu lat.ion Manager
J'\ke
Brunner'
".,~.( ."

:"':.~.:~~".. A:,<K !JJa~i';9I!lP"fH;~~lIcAi, PROSPECTING
,
:;.: :
,.W. T. Scott
"';,i\iJ'.THODS DESERVE
S~DIOUS
__:.: __.. __.~~.__. .
Boyce
·;~:?-:··:-:CON.SIDERA~ION'

f,

Gene.

Juniors

. __.-

·-kil:.lCfs:which

depend

on

electricar!

. Marci.i~McCanna

:'.~ ..'> .-::;

:- ......

~.,

'

a.nd,t
there

some

of them using direct or continuous .~urrent and some of them alternating
current with a wide range of frequencies
extending upward through the audible' to
radio (wireless) frequencies. and involving principles

of induction

and capacity.

Important
differences
in density lead
to gravitational
methods which use either
a pendulum or the torsion balance.
Again.

where

there

are

materials

dif-

fering in density and in elasticity,
the
velocity of sound or of shock waves varies with the different materials. and detection may be made by seismic methods;
that is. the waves caused by an explosion.
refracted
by or reflected
from various
strata. are detected by a quake recorder

Reportorial
Alumni
Special"
Seniors

Monday,

building
of school spirit.
We have a conduc~ivity,
dielectric
constant,
mighty good little schooL
Let's make .r- magrretic
permeability.
Hence
better .. Everyone
says that toe last arises a variety 01' possible detectors.
.
~

~.
." "it
A".'monthlY
publication
published'
at
Butte. Mont~na. by the students
of the
.
,
MontanaBtate
School of Mines.
Subscription

ACROPOLITAN

,....or

seismometer.

.-,

.__.__.__.',

.~__. Ceil

Athletics~
Athletics ,
Special

"

v

,

:

.: .. ,

Maillet

_.. W. Bullwinkle
-r--: ,· ..

to

E. Little,

,

·W. P., Greenwood

the

geologist

knowledge.

and

'tute, declares
lof Mines.

in

supplementing

. hi§' .planation

are in no way a substi--

~El

MINES _CA LEN DAR
. OF
SCHOOL EVENTS
. .
ID' '

the. UI,lited States

Department

Bureau,

of ?ommerce.

in

underlying

"methods

of geophysical

at present

physical

each of the various
prospecting

are being applied

TUESDAY,
Cooed Dance.

,a review-of

THE

l\ifNING

various·methods
of' this' na- institutions
and pr'i'vate companIes,
the
.
now b emg
emp 1oye d' m th e ·searc Ir 'Bm'eat! of Mines has just published, un;for valuable mineral reserves.
The best ·der· ih~' designation
of Technical
Paper

'I~ture

ENGINEER'

.
t'"
The Society for the Promo
Ion 0 f En -.
.,
.:
1 .
th t there'
gmeermg
EducatIOn
c alms
a
are 9000 senior stUdents in line for en.
d
.
tl
.
gine~ring . egrees, m
le vanous sc hools
in the United
been classified

States.

Of these, 7.900 have

as follows:

Seniors in electrical engineering.
2,483;
Seni'ors in mechanical
engineering.
2.148;
Seniors in civil engineering.
2.044; Seniors in chemical
engineering.
801; Seniors in mining and metallurgical
engineering.

426.

A few' years back. and

at present.

too.

for that matter. the field for mining engineers was rather crowded compared to
that of some of the other engineering
professions.
Most 'students
enrolled for

:methods

to use at any

particular
.

place

China,

Australia.

Africa.'

Mmmg men who have
.lege. who have forgotten

long le~t colmuch of the

1

physics that they formerly knew. and are
t f
no
aIm'1'lar' WI·th the advances . that.
have smce been made, are today pelplexed to know how much value to attach to modern methods of detecting ore
bodies or salt domes that may have oil
th'
on
ell' hl'dde n slopes , state Dr .,. A S
Eve and D. A. Keyes, who have recently
undertaken
M·mes, 0f

a study. for the Bureau of
methods
v arl' 0us g~ophysical
~

number of ingenious
tection of submerged

devices for the desubmarines
through

the reflection
of sound waves directed
toward them. The analogy between hunting submarines
under
water
and ore
bodies under ground is close. the Bureau

Poland.

etc .• of Mines investigatQrs point out. Detecthese copi~s find their way carrying
to tion of either depends on the difference
M. S. S. M. engineers in responsible po- between the properties
of the body and
In ore
sitions all over the globe a contact with of the surrounding
medium.
the old schooL And with you. Mr. Ad- bodies this difference is sometimes magvertiser, may be a feeling that you are
advertising
only to a group of students,
but your advertisment
is carried out all
over the world to those who have memories of Mines and who hold a good feeling

for those

publication

who help

make

our

little

possible.

netic. particularly
when iron ore is prescnt or wl:).e:::J.magnetite
is distributed
throughout
SQme particular
material
the
detection of which is desired.
Under
body
ties.
water.

'What·s

the Spanish

word for fish-the

and

elementary

account

of

I!i

of prospecting.
A large number of such
methods
are being employed by sciencourses other than M. E.
tific men working with companies
that
We look at the above figures and won- have headquarters
'in the leading finandel' what the result would be on the av- cial centers of the world.
The' sounderage mining engineers pay with a boom ness of these
different
methods.
and
in the mining industry on top of the reg- their availability for general use. are matular expansion.
Perhaps then the M. E. ters of the greatest interest.
will come into his own (only to start the
'Impetus
to the employment
of geopendulum Swinging the other way again.)
physical
prospecting
was given by the
devising, during
the World War. of a
This little paper. the Acropolitan,
has
probably a more widespread
circulation
than any other similar school paper in
the Unitd States.
It has been the policy
since it·s founding to send a copy of each
issue to every alumnus.
South America.

420; a' brief

'will depend upon the geological stJ!uc-- the principles involved in the more imture o~ the region. and the <t ype 0 f' mm=. portant
methods.
.The reporj; reviews
eralization
for which one is looking.
:
..
, various magnetic. graVitational, 'electrical,

other

may
the

c'onditions

have
result

a sulphide

electrochemical
of oxidation

and then

the system

ore

behaves

like

kind that swims?"
Miss Michel:
"Pez."
Mrs. 'Converse:
"Correct.
Now then,
what's a dead fish-the
kind we eat?"

combined
electromagnetic
effects. common to all bodies but varying for differ-

electrical

seismic

I viewed

are based on rational and scientific study;
they use definite
physical
pr.inciples which are known and, broadly speaking, understood.
Thus they have
nothing
in common with the divining
rod. or "doodle bug." which is not rational. not scientific, and not based on physical principles
that are either known

or understood.
That is to say. the divining rod is either a fraud
(whether
deliberate
or unintentional)
or is based
on

some

physiological

separate

properties,

there

magnetiC
are

the

principles

of

which 'at present we know little or nothing-like
the sense of direction
in migrating birds and fishes.
Just as a golfer selects a suitable club
for the particular
"lie." so in geophYSical
prospecting
the method must be chosen
to

suit

the

particular

region

and

cir-

cumstances.
For
example,
magnetj.c
methods have long been used in exploring for certain
iron ores, hence such
methods
are
mliversally
accepted
as
sound and normal practice.
New methods. however.
reserve and
been

are naturally regarded
suspicion
until they

thoroughly

Moreover.
increase.

and

carefully

as knowledge
the

and

problems

for

with
have
tested.

experience
solution

be-

come more complex and difficult.
Copies of Technical
Paper 420. "Geophysical Methods of Prospecting."
may
be obtained

from the United

eau of Mines. Department
Washington.

states

Bm'-

of Commerce.

D. C.

-----------First

Aid Instructor:

What

do if a man was pale. sweating
unconscious.

to these

methods.

. The Bureau of Mines states. without
hesitation,
that all the methods thus re-

properby surface

a battery.
In addition
and

and

bleeding

from

would you
profusely.
the

eyes and ears. and had a fractured
and arms?
Student:

I'd bury him.

mouth.
skull

FEBRUARY
Woman's

•

14

Club.

WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 15
Lecture. 8 p. m. at Mines Chern. Leeture

Room.

,THURSDAY.
FEBRUARY
16
Basketball. 'Min es vs, Normal College
Mines

Gym. Butte.
SATURDAY

•
Mines

Basketball.
Gym, Butte.

FEBRUARY

18

vs. Bobcats.

FRIDAY. MARCH 2
"M'" Club
Dance.
Winter
Butte: ,.
--------------,;STATES

CIVIL

The

United

Inission

States

announces

Associate

Mines

Garden.

SERVICE

_ EX~INATLONS

that l.competitive

by scientific

El
-

UNITED

of the more important

principles

14, 1928

rat

SopJ,t~mores '.--_--"', ...• Jean ~M9G~eger. f"Geophysica(
meUJ._OQ.s.oJ;,::PI~ci$mCtmg··,A's an aid to- geologists;~ mining engfu":'
Freshmen
. __.__.__.
.... Patricia
Alsop
for mineral deposits are in reality an .f!.id. eel'S, and others who desire a concise exCo-Eds

February

-,..

Civil Service
the

com.;

following

open

'examination:

. . '

Metallurgist

:

.

:..$3.00~

Assistant
Metalurgist
':,
$2.40
.
f or assocla. t e an"d ass istant
App l'lCatlOns
metallurgists
must be on file with tl1e
Civil Service

Commission

at W-ashingtonl'

D. C .• not later than February :21.
The examl'natl'ons are to fill vacancieS
n•
\n
the Departmentser;ice.
Washingtg
.
d crD. C .• and in the Federal classifie
s .
vice throughout
the United States.
A
,
vacancy exists in the position of associate

Inetallurgist

(ore

dressing)

in tl1c

Bureau of Mines, Department
of Com"'
merce, for duty at Houghton.
Mich.
.. The entrance
salaries in the Departmental Service are indicated above. Aiy
tel' tile pI·oba.tionary period required b
the civil service act and rules. advancef
ment in pay depends upon individual e fl·cI·ency. I'ncreased
usefulness.
and tl1e
occurrence
of vacancies
in higher po-'
sitions.
For appointment
to the Field
Service the salaries will be approximatfM
the same.
Optional
subjects
lurgy. non-ferrous

are ferrous
metalmetallurgy.
physl 'cal

metalurgy.
and ore dressing.
Competitors
will not be required to re'
port for examination
at ~l.l1y place. but
will be rated

on their

education.

training.

experience. and fitness; and publications.
reports. or thesis to be fild with the aPplication.
Full information

may be obtained

froJll

the United States Civil Service commiSsion at Washington.
D. C .• or the secretary
board

of the

United

of examiners

customhouse

States

civil

service

at the post office or

in any city.

EX-GOVERNOR

RICKARDS

PASSES

AWAY
of
John F. Rickards.
second governor
t
Montana
and governor of the state e.
s
the time that the School of Mines we.
erected. died at his home in BerkeleY.
lliS
California.
on Dcember
26. 1927.
d
name heads the list of several engrave
e
on a shield placed in the foyer of tb
Montana
State School of Mines.
Mr. Haley
of the Mines Faculty remembers Mr: Rickards quite well h\lVinlf
il
worked for him many years ago at I1elen •'
Montana.

Monday"February

,T li E

14, 1928

THE UNKNOWN DOCUMENT
Believing that the only way to get to
the heart of a problem, or to settle a
dispute is to expose all of the facts,
thereby securing a true common basis of
argument; believing further that the
truth hurts nobody, and that those at
Present uninformed should be informed,
the Acropolitan' is publishing the Constitution of the Associated Students of
the Montana State School of Mines, a
document much misquoted and misunderstood, one which we believe the great
lnajority of students of the School of
!\fines, although members of the Association, have never been given the opportunity to read. If comment and interest'
warrant it a discussion of the Constitution may be carried on through the columns of the Acropolitan in future isSU~.

compelled to be absent. lie may, when
.so delegated by the president, act for the
president at committee meetings or on
other special occasions, He must comply with the same conditions as the
president before he may be elected to
office.
Sec, 4. The secretary shall keep a record of the proceedings of the Association, and of the executive committee. He
or she must have been in attendance at
the School of Mines for at least one
year and must have full credit for the
work of the Freshman y~ar before serving in this capacity.
Sec. 5. The student manager of all
intercollegiate contests must have been in
attendance at the School of Mines for
three years, and must have full credit
for the work of the Freshman and Soph~m'ore years, a~d not more than one condition for the work of the Junior. year.
His election is subject to the approval of

PREAMBLE
",This association, composed of the students (and alumni) of the Montana State
,SChoolof Mines, is brought .into existence to promote a greater efficiency in
the management of student affairs of
general concern, to preserve old traditions and to' foster the growth of worthy
new ones, to develop a better acquaintance and friendship among those directly interested in this institution, and
to advertise more fully the worth of their
alma mater.
ARTICLE I.
Name and Membership.
Section L The name of this organiZation shall be "The Associated Students

0 L I.'I',A ,N

The accepted
abbreviation for this name shall be, "The
A. S. S. M."

I

Page

Three

and must be kept, in a manner satisfacSec. 8. Officers shall be' installed one
tory to him (or her). Approved state- week after election. Officers shall rutments of receipts, expenditures, debts, fill their duties until their successors
and balances shall be shown by the 'man- are installed.
ager to the executive committee and
ARTICLE IV,
shall then be posted on the bulletin
Impeachment.
board for inspection by the, members of
Section L Any student officer, electhe A. S. S. M.
tive or appointive, may be impeached, or
ARTICLE III.
any student member .may be suspended
or expelled, A three-fourths vote of th~
Election of Officers.
Section L No person who is not an entire membership shall be necessary for
active member shall be eligible to hold impeachment, suspension, or expulsion,
Sec. 2. Impeachment proceedings may
office, elective or appointive, in the Asbe instituted by a petition signed by ten
sociation.
'Sec. 2. Active members only shall be per cent (10'70) of the members.
granted the privilege of voting at an:
ARTICLE V
election or meeting of the Association. '
Committees,
Sec, 3, Officers shall be elected at
Section L The standing' comrrlittees
some date during the last two weeks of of the Association shall consist of the
May, the executive committee deterrnrexecutive committee, the student governing t,his date and 'posting'·notices to that ment committee, and such other 'comeffect at' ieast a week previous to the mibtees as may be formed by a vote of
day ·selected.
the A. S. S. M,

the President of the School of Mines and
Sec. 4. voting shall be according
the faculty student adviser. He shall to the Australtan ba'llo't system and shall
co-operate with coaches and the faculty be 'in charge of a special committee apstudent adviser in arranging schedules pointed by the president of 'th ;A'., S. S,'
for athletic or other contests', contracts
,
"M.
_who shall conduct the balloting as
for the same,' team trips, and the details
, ..
,
n.earlY af.ter the, practice in state .;
for home contests.
He shall also be
tions as IS feasible.
'custodian of' all property belonging to
Sec. 5, The executive committee of
the A. S. S. M. subject to the direction
ti
ltt
f
th
A
S
the
ASS
M sh~ll have general charge
of th e execu lYe comml ee 0
e ..
....
I of all the details of the election
S . M'. .an d th e 'f acu It y st u den t a dvi
Vlser.
"
'
Sec. 6. It shall require a plurality of
He shall travel with teams representing
the School of Mines and shall be respon- the votes cast in the election, for any
sible for the finances of the trip,
office to effect the election of that or-

Of the School of Mines,"

Sec. 2. All registered students of the
t.1:ontana State School of Mines are
~ligible for active membership.
The
I\!
'
umni of the 'School of Mines are
eligible to honorary, membership upon
PaYment of the same fee and shall enjoy all the privileges of active memberShip, except that of voting.
Sec. 3. Act·Ive membership is gained
UPon registration by the payment of the
Semester stUdent activity fee, this fee
to be determined for the succeeding year
by the Association at its regular meeting in May, This fee shall entitle the
PaYer to admission to all athletic or
other contests held under the auspices
of the A. S. S. M.
Sec. 4. No student may represent the
stUdent body in any way who is not an
active member of the A, S. S. M.
ARTICLE II.
Officers and Their Duties,
Section 1. The officers of the AssoCiation shall be a preSident, a vice~pres!dent, a secretary, a manager and a faculty student adviser,
Sec, 2. The president shall preside at
the meetings of the A. S, S. M., shall be
eX-officiochairman of the executive comtnittee, and a member of all other comlllittees but without vote. When occasion demands he shall act as the official
representative of the Association or may
delegate this power to the vice-preSident.
lie must have attended the School of
tiines at least two years and must have
Unconditioned credit for the work of the
Fl'eshman and Sophomore years.
Sec, 3. The vice-president shall preSide at meetings when the president is

A.CF,(.OP

Sec, 6. There shall be a faculty stu- f"icer,
dent adviser selected, by the President
'Sec. 7. (a) Candidates for president,
0, f the School of Mines.
He shall co- vice-presidenj,
and secretary must be
t
ith th
h
d t d
'nominated by' a petition bearing at least
opera e WI
e ..coac .es an s u ent
manager in arranging schedules, con- ten signatures of active members of the
tests
t
t
d t
t .
A, S. S. M. and of the candidate also,
' con rae s an
earn rips.
No debts shall be incurred without his this petition to be filed with the secreapproval, but in the event of a disagree- tary during' the first two weeks' of May.
ment in regard to expenditures, con- No member having signed a petition
tracts, or schedules, appeal shall be made nominating one person for an 'Officemay
to the executive committee, which shall be counted as a signatory for another
have final power.
nominating petition for the same office.
Sec. 7. Schedules for all contests The names of all candidates for office
cO,ntracts for the same, and a statemen~ I must be posted by the secretary on the
of the funds necessary for these shall be school bulletin boards at least five days
submitted by the manager to the execu- before the election,
tive committee of the A. S. S. M.; if apCb) Freshmen, Sophomores, and Junproved by this committee, they shall be iors Wishing to become candidates for
submitted to the President of the School t.he student managership may present
of Mines for his approval. A copy of the themselves to the manager and will
final approved schedule shall be filed serve an apprenticeship under his direcwith the Chancellor of the University tion. A list of such apprentices, Junof Montana by the faculty stUdent ad- iors at the time of election, shall be subviser.
mitted by the manager to the executive
No contract shall be considered valid committee the first of May and those
and binding upon the A. S. S. M, until who are approved by the committee and
signed by the stUdent manager and fac- by the President of the School of Mines
ulty stUdent adviser and approved by the shall be announced as candidates for the
executive committee and the president. office.
Sec. 8. All A. S. S. M. funds shall be
(c) Freshmen who are in good standdepOSited in a local bank, and shall be ing as far as their studies ,are concerndrawn out only upon a check signed by ed on May 1, with no conditions for the
the President of the School of Mines or first semester, are eligible as candidates
his agent to whom he deSignates the for the office of Secretary, Sophomores
power to sign checks. Requisitions for who have no conditions on May 1 for
checks shall, be presented to the Presi- the Freshman year and none for the
dent or his agent signed by both the first semester of the Sophomore year, are
stUdent manager and the faculty stu- eligible to be candidates for President
dent adviser.
and Vice-President. Juniors who have
The student manager must keep a book no conditions on May i for the Freshshowing all expenditures made, together man and Sophomore years, and not more
with receipts and vouchers for the same, than one condition for the first semester
These accounts must be audited once z of the Junior year are eligible to be canmonth, at the _.._......._ of the month, by didates for student manager, other conthe accountant of the School of Mines, ditions being met.

Sec. 2, The executive committee shall
.
consist of'....the president, vice-prestden],
secretary, 'manager, faculty student ad.
viser, an d t wo members-at-Iarge
elected

I

by the A. S. S. M, ': Any 'student membel' of this commit.tee who is ab,sent
from three consecutive meetings is considered, unless granted leave of absence
by "the committee, to have
vacated his
'
office, and the committee shall call for
.
.
nominations and a special election for
his successor,
Sec. 3. The executive committee shall
hold regular meetings eve~y two weeks at
I t·
d
a regu ar nne an place determined by
it at the first meeting during the college year. Five members shall constttute a quorum. Special meetings shall
be called by the chairman when necessary.
Sec. 4. The student government committee shall consist of the president of
the School of Mines; the officers of the
A. S. S, M" ,the f~ur class presidents,
and a representative of the alumni, the
last to be chosen by the other members
of the committee,
Sec, 5. The student government committee shall meet regularly once a month
at a regular time and place to be determined at the first meeting of the school
year which shall be called by the chairman as soon as class officers for the
year are elected. Special meetings may
be called at any time. At certain times
to be specified later, the student members of this committee may meet separately in extraordinary session.
Seven
members, including one faculty member,
shall constitute a quorum to transact 01'dinary business,
Sec. 6. The Student Government Committee shall have the following powers:
(a) Charge over interclass contests,
"M" Day, Rallies, Sneak Day, wearing of
school insignia, and other traditional observances whiph may be created,
(b) It shall have the power to call
before it, for the purpose of reprimanding and punishing, in accordance with
rules to be enacted by the committee at
a later date and approved by the faculty,
any stUdent who shall be accused of violating the rules for these traditions or
of acting improperly on or near the
campus.
(1) Any student dissatisfied with a
decree of the committee may appeal to
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Page Four
the President of the School of Mines, or
the faculty.
(2). Trials
of students
accused
of
cheating
or other gross offences which
bring discredit on the student body and

with the following
(a) During the
1920, the present

witnesses.

Proceedings

are

exceptions.
School year

I was
of 1919-

quired

Monday,
confronted
by problems
that
refor their
solution
a detailed

February

14, 1928

The prizes will be the same as in previous years, namely $5,000 in cash, di-

'School of Mines Dane-

theoretical
knowledge of certain phases vided among the seven National finalists
of Engineering
such as is extremely dif- in the following amounts:
First place,
tuted shall direct the social activities of ficult for the Engineer to acquire out- . $1500; second, $1000; third, $750; fourth,
the School.
At the May meeting in 1920, side of school.
$550; fifth, 450; sixth, $400 and sevthe question of the permanent
assignThe rapid changes taking place in the enth, $350. The national
finals will be
ment of the functions
previously
per- application
of' Engineering
theory
to held in Los Angeles on June 21.

ing Club with its officers as now consti-

the institution
will be conducted by the
student members of this committee. with
none present except the accused and thnecessary

ACROPOLITAN

to

formed

by the

Dancing

Club to the

A.

practical

problems,

render

it impossible

Any

bona

fide

undergraduate

student

be kept secret.
If the accused is found
guilty a statement
of the charge, evidence, -and findings
of the committee
may be presented
to the President
of
the' School of Mines, together with the

S. S. M. shall be taken up and adjusted.
(b) The present student manager of
athletics
shall be continued
in office
for the year 1919-1920.
ARTICLE X

to keep a school laboratory
up-to-date.
As a consequence, many of the methods
and devices in the use of which the student has received practical
training
at
school, have become obsolete and an-

in any university or collge in the united
States is eligible.
The orations,
which
must not require more than ten minutes
for delivery must be on one of the following
subjects:
The
Constitution,

committee's
recommendation
as to the
action to be taken if this course seems
advisable to handle the case.

Section. 1. The A. S. S. M. shall have
general
supervision
over all forms of
athletics,
all student
publications,
all

tiquated, and therefore of no immediate
use to him by the time he has reached the
opportunity
to apply it. The theory, on

Washington
and the Constitution,
Hamilton and the Constitution,
Jefferson and
the Constitution.
Marshall and the con-

(c) The student government
committee shall have power to take all proper

school traditions,
and all social affairs
open to the student body as a whole.

the other hand, being based on the immutable laws of nature, remain forever

stitution,
Madison

steps for the promotion
ship.

of good scholar-

(d)
The student
mittee shall seek at
monize all elements
Mines

and

greater

Adopted

government
comall times to harin the School of

to work for the growth

and

benefit of the school.
ARTICLE VI

in December, 1919.
AMlj:NDMENT.

the same and a thorough knowledge
it will not only be of lasting value

the Engineer but will enable him at all
times to apply this theory to the ever
changing practical methods and devices.

Sctlon

I admit
that
the
theory could in many

5

of the

constitution

to provide

may be either

Meetings of the A. S. S. M.
Section
1. Regular
meetings
of the
association
shall be held once in each
ten weks, in October, December,
February, and May. Special meetings may
be called by the president or the executive committee.
The
president
shall
call a special meeting at any time upon

Differences
of opinion as to whether
or not Engineering
Colleges should inelude in their
curriculum
a greater
amount of practical training and mater-

a signed petition by ten members.
Two
school days notice, posted on the bulle-

ially reduce the teaching of pure
are due, in my opinion, largely

tin boards, must be given of such a meeting.

lack of an unmistakable
and universally
accepted definition
of the term "Engin-

Sec. 2. Twenty five per cent of the
active members of the association
shall
constitute
a quorum.

eer" and "Engineering."
I shall not add to the confusion by
proposing
another
definition,
but shall

Sec.

3.

shall be
committee
be made

A regular

meetings.
furnish

order

determined
and placed
binding
at
Robert's

the

association

DOES

of business

illustrate

by the executive
in the by-laws to
the four regular

'Rules

precedent

of Order

for

or committee

amount

in

This

1.

meetings.

majority

constitution

may

be

.

The

furmshed

proposed
the

amendment

secretary

and

shalI
posted

or

amendments

to

be

brought

up

perience

on

I

for

insignia

1.

The

association

shalI

the rules for the wearing
awarded

to

athletes,

training

in run-

of cases, he is not an Engineer,

IS

IS

ie

C

prerequisite.

diff
t·t·
it
ow 1 eren 1 IS WI h the man who
desi
d th
hoi ti
.
esigne
e
OlS mg
engine:
He, ind d'
E'
ee IS an
ngmeer, a man possessed of
t
t f th
t· I k
a vas amoun
0
eore rca
nowledge
that enabled him to compute with the
utmost

ARTICLE VII_I.
School Insignia.
Section

of his practical

H

consideration.

termine

by an every-day

The man operating a hoistfor instance,
usually calls
engineer.
The greater
the

is demanded of him, nor is he ever intrusted
with work that
requires
such
knowledge.
A maximum of practical ex.
. h'
hi f
..

be

the bulletin board' two weeks before such
an election may be held.
Notices of such
. .
election shall also state the amendment.

theory,
to the

though an indispensable
member of the
operating staff.
No knowledge of theory

amended by ballot by a two-thirds
vote
of all the active members at an election
held as specified in Article III, Section
4.

SPOIL

ning a hoist, the more valuable he will
be to his employer and the higher will
be his compensation.
Yet, in the vast

ARTICLE VII.
Amendments.
Section

MUCH THEORY
ENGINEERS?

my contentions

experience:
ing engine,
himself an

shall

procedure

TOO

accuracy

every detail

of the

en-

de-

debaters,

orators, or others representing
the School ing promptitude
to the numberless
deor' Mines in inter-collegiate
contests.
It mands for which it was designed and
shall also determine
how the award of constructed.
Ask such a man whether
these shall be made.
General rules for too much theory received at school spoilthe award of class numerals
shall also ed his can' eel' as an Engineer,
and he
be made by the
members of each

associatton,
class may

but the
determine

will tell you of his regret that he did not
get more of it and that he did not take

who is to apply these rules.
Sec. 2. The student government committee shall have power to enforce the
rules for wearing of the insignia.
ARTICLE
Special

full advantage
of the opportunities
fered at school for the acquisition
theoretical
knowledge.
In my own experience

IX.

Engineer,

Enactments.

Section 1.
This constitution
into effect immediately
upon

shall go
adoption,

I

than

extending

twenty

years,

ofof

as a practicing

over a period of more
I never

felt seriously

handicapped
by a lack of practical training while attending school, but frequently

and

Lincoln

and

The nation is divided into seven regions for the purpose
of the contest
The colleges in each region
compete

teaching
of pure
cases be made far

among

themselves,

to determine

generally

Bakke, Northwestern
University.
For further
information
address
test

IN

ORATIONS

PRIZES

"Centralite

Constitution,

Which has
three

the

past

years

been

conducted

by the

Better

America Federation of California, will be
continued this year, according to an announcement
today at contest headquarters, 1217 National Press Building, Washington.

NEWS AND COMMENT
staff

members

are now the

·t

graved the word "staff."
Attached to J
by a fine chain, is a guard made up of

the numerals "28."
"This is the first year a staff baS
adopted pins to signify connection
witl)
the paper.
However, judging by the eOthusiasm with which these pins were re-

COLLEGE
ON CONSTITUTION

for

con-

above.

emblem, an original design, is a gold "0"
with a diagonal
bar on which is en-

FOR

Inthe

as indicated

proud wearers of handsome pins, received
during the month of November.
The

Simons.

Washington,
F.eb. I-The
National
tercollegiate
Oratorical
Contest on

headquarters

EXCHANGE

Dec. 24, 1927.

$5000.00

for

loff, Morningside College, Iowa.
The championship
of 1926 was won
by Charles T. Murphy of Fordham lIniversity, and that of 1925 by E. Wight

While under prevailing conditions
the
study of theory must be frequently
irksome to the student and must often appear to have no bearing
on practical
problems, it has been my experience that
after a few years apprenticeship
former
students will come to me expressing their
regret that we did not surncrentty insist
on the study of fundamentals
and that
they have failed to take the fullest advantage of the opportunities
offered at
school for their study.

Butte,

finalists

ner of third place; W. C. Cusack, Dartmouth;
Clarke Beach, Maryland;
David
A. Moscovitz, Rutgers and Max N. I{ro-

to guess work or to Handbooks, Engineering enterprises
of great magnitude,
and
involving the expenditure
of vast sums
of money.

Theodore

the

by states,

each remore attractive
and valuable to the stu- gion. The
regional
finalists
compete
dent were all teachers
of Engineering
late in May to determine the one speaksubjcts Engineers themselves with years
er from each region who is to have a
of practical
experience
that would enplace in the National finals.
A place in
able them at every step of instruction
to
the National finals automatically
carrieS
point to a practical
problem-preferably
with it an award ranging from $350 to
one met by themselves-which
for its
$1500, according
to the ratings
given
solution required a thorough
knowledge
the different
national
finalists.
of the particular
theory discussed in the
Colleges may be enrolled in the conclassroom.
However, until such perfectest by action of either a college official
tion in methods of instruction
can be acor a student.
Entries
close March 15.
complished
with the limited means at
The spokesman for each college must be
the disposal of most Engineering
schools,
designated
by April 15. Regional semithe student must take it for granted that
finals will be held April 29.
the study of theory and fundamentals
reThe national
finalists
of 1927 were:
quired by all up-to-date
Engineering
colH. J.' Oberholzer,
N. C. State Agricul·
leges is not an arbitrary
demand on the
tural College, winner of first place; I\.rpart of the teachers.
It is based on the
thur Lee Syvertson University of So. ca)growing demand for Engineers of extensive theoretical knowledge to plan and to iforriia, winner of second place; HardY
University,
winexecute intelligently
and without resort M. Ray, Northwestern

gine, its dimensions, the strength of rnaThis is an experience shared by many
terial, the stresses and energy required,
other teachers.
Hence the continued and
to overcome them.
It likewise enabled
the mcreasse demand in Engineering colhim to assemble these details into a !iv- leges for the study of theory and of funing whole that will respond with unfaildamentals.

of the

and the Constitution,
Constitution,
Webster

of and the Constitution,
to the Constitution.

Although
an official record has not
been obtained, an amendment
was passed, date unknown,
changing
Article II,
that the student manager
a Junior or a Senior.

Franklin
and the

ceived, undoubtedly
the custom
continued
by future
Centralite
I

-From

the

Our

idea

CENTRALITE,

Of a strong

man

Is a guy who can
Stand two pianos
On end
And play them
Like an

accordian.

will De
staffS."
Butte.

Monday,

February

14, 1928
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Freshman's

first

real,

honest-to-

gOodness exams are certainly experiences,
Rather harrowing ones,
to say the least.
for most
not.

of us, whether

Some

of

us,

we admit

with

it or

contemptuous

smiles for weaker brothers,
scorned to
study; others,
though
they could well
have rested on their conscientious
class
Work and their natural
brain power to
PUll them through, went through hours
of gruelling preparation.
Needless to say,
this last class was not very numerous.
Most of us-the
ever-dominating
majority again-took
our books home, and
tried to study.
These attempts, however,
Consisted mainly of worrying about how
Under the sun one could learn a whole
book in one night, or what the professor
WOUldbe most likely to ask, than of any
eal concentrated
effort.
Before exams,
he Library, halls and Co-ed room were
fUll of Freshmen,
all trying to imitate
their more sophisticated
and indifferent
elders--and
not succeeding very well in
dOing it, by reason of inward fears difficult to conquer with were assurances
hat "its a small matter."
We found the
ests themselves not small matters, natUrally-but,
happily, most of us lived to
tell the tale.
And now that we, the class
Of '31, have passed this first milestone,
on we go, fully confident of our ability
o overcome any obstacles that may preent themselves in the near or distant
uture, sure that we can never meet anyhing mol' formidable
that
our first
l(ams.
Douglass Welch recently performed
a
eat of strength
by lifting three classmates from

ACROPOLITAN

THE

the floor, all at once.

If you serve dope, and raise a racket
on the court, will the tennis ball?
Lew. Nuckols said that two may play
a love set, but they can't dane at a ten-

evening,

Sophomores

held

n.

E. C. wants to know if the product
Of the following reaction is very stable.
l>ottasium Iodide plus two of sulfar?that is under ordinary conditions of temIlerature and pressure.

January
their

16,

annual

class

lattices,

and

throughout

the

evening

2, at

12:00 o'clock

vice)-"I

noon,

a

convinced

Hon.

Harry,

'8er-

have

a better

that

of an Apache

lege student

should

be conscripted

glad

to

find

Moreover,
hearted,

that

to show
they

plus should

a surplus

remained.

ford system.

that

were big-

cord

decided

remain

they

that

the

said sur-

in the class treasury

until "M" day, when it would be donated
to the Co-Eds to help defray expenses.

Thanks, Sophs, we had a good time at
your dance.
It is about

this

old semester

never

time,
and

at

the

the

end

beginning

of
of

most of us Professional
very falmly and solemnto put

things

"off

till

with

habits

of

mind

of

snobs in some way or another.
T'hat
the fraternities
exalt fifth-raters
and
overlook men of merit may be true, but
the accusation
might be leveled against
any other human institution."
Mr.

Mencken

urges

all

who

feel

the

urge to write, first to obtain steady employment.
Until recently
he suggested
bootlegging,
tition
and

but the

strength

has led to advocacy
similar

of compe-

of taxi driving

occupations.

--------

longer the warmth
and protection
of
sweaters earned by their athletic heroes.

use when this week's issue of th~ Satur-

The

day Post or one's interest in that Cooed
become too pressing.
Please note that
this is not a sermon, the writer confesses

"If students are found wearing a "C"
which they have not earned, it will be
taken from them, and the original owner

to be one of the P. P's. Ask the Editor
if this copy didn't come in late.

will also be subject to the loss of his or
her letter, by action of the student coun-

to wOI"k

it to death.

SIGNAL

BUTTE,

Miles City, says:

cil."
------------Lady customer in grocery
want to buy some apples."
Grocer:

con-

Ii

spicuous by their absence.
Doesn't HKaydet" "Rusty" Wirak throw

:

store:

Junior

class

affairs

have

been

"I

I

research

on the subject.

. Paul

Eno has returned

to the institu-

tlon to finish his senior work.
We Wish that our student
manager's
roommates would cease dousing him with
Magnolia perfume--if
they are guilty.

GIRL'S

BASKETBALL

In a recent game at the K. C. Gym the
Mmerettes, composed of girls enrolled at
the Mines, barely nosed out the diminutive and scrappy Rinky-Dinks
7 to 5
The game

was rather

slow but' this

you'

wa~

due more to lack of practice than spirit
because the girls fought hard from the
beginning of the game 'till the last ech:
of the whistle.
There
were no individual
stars
altho ug h N ~ra McBride played exceedingly
'
well, consIdermg
this is her first year
at basketball.
Dot Kane, of the RinkyDinks, was the leader in her teams offense.

I

I

This was .the first game of the Ladies'

The Butte Independent
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!• AL'S PHOTO SHOP
!
I{ODAI{ SPECIALISTS

"Do you wish Baldwins?"

"Kiss me!" she cried and then she
Lady Customer:
"Of course, did
laffed and laffed for she knew he COUldn't think I wanted hair on them?'"
she had _o_n~k_issproof lipstick.

of the

And another thing; John Aesop Warren, the widely known prosecutor, philosopher, and jockey was the culprit guilty
of sending his fellow seniors to the a,;sumed angle.
This gave the committee a
chance
to boost their batting
average.
And how!
.

"Regarding
fraternities,
I know not.hing. It is commonly alleged that they
foster snobbery.
:I:ut I see no objection
to snobbery per se; all rational men are

"should not put off till tomorrow that
which can be done today," but what's the

I·S

His selection

our

It looks as though the girls of Custer
County High School are doomed to face
the wintry blasts and shiver, with no

~~_
best way to kill tl·lne

dance.

would

male member

people."
And of fraternities:

later" again.
Procrastination,
as I see
it, is just a big word with too many syllables meaning downright laziness.
We
all have known from the cradle that we

The

Hinrichsen

role as the

more in ac-

It is obviously
the

"painstaking"

and

not the young man outside."
And of the lecture system:
"The American system, it seems to me,
is better for Americans
than the Ox-

(Jesse)

jury was such that a verdict of guilty
was assured in spite of the heart-rending, sympathetic
pleas of the emminent
attorney H. Julius Murphy on the behalf
of the son of an English gentleman.
.The theory
that
friction
makes for
warmth is proven to be a fact according
to the two famous scientists, Hoskins and
Boyce,who have performed extensive and

we are told, "is opposed

meeting of the Sophomore Class was held
for the purpose of checking over the finances of the dance.
The bills were 01'dered to be paid and the Sophs were

1'he fair basketball
Quintet
known as the "Minerettes."

Prof. Harzell has awarded Philip Prior
an all metal (cast iron) loving cup for
Showing good sportsmanship
on the handball courts and tact in the laboratory.
It is now on display in the sophomore
lab Drop in anytime.

am thoroughly

Mr. Mencken,

because

We suggest:

New Student

NOTES :~:
.:.

••-.- ••••
-.-.-: ••:-:..:..:••:..:..:..:..:-:-:-: ..:-:••:-:-:••:••:.
As a judge at a kangaroo court, the

CONVINCED

N. Y.-(By

to the college for the purposes of intellectual education.
With Nathan he holds
that its greatest benefits are social."
Of compulsory
military
training,
the
editor of the Mercury said:
"The military
training
idea seems to
me absurd.
I see no reason why the col-'

Rumor has it that Foster, the Hon.
l>resident of the Sophomore
class, has
c!eserted tea leaves for Fig Leaves.
We
like the change.

1'hat's being too modest.
"1'he Gold Diggers."

y.....SENIOR

:~:

too many young Americans are now going to college and that their presence
is greatly impeding the work of the colleges. Certainly
it should be possible
to devise some scheme to weed out the
unfit."
Thus spoke Henry L. Mencken to
a reporter for the Cornell Sun, in one
of several interviews recently granted to
college papers.

a

revolving mirror cast the rosy rays of a
spotlight upon the throng.
A large number of students
attended
and judging
from their appearance
the Sophomore
Class feels that it has a right to be proud
of its dance.
~~_
February

Ithaca,

---

is being

1·;,.:... :.. :.. :.. :.. :.. :.. :.. :.. ·... ·.. ·.. ·.. ·.. ·.. ·.. ·.. ·.. ·.. ·.. ·.. ·.. ·.. ·.. ·~~
.

Elmer Fitchen wants to know If:
When the tubes howl, and the speaker
squeals, will the radio phone?

the

dance in the Engineering Hall. The decorations, donated by Symons and Hennessy's carried out the school colors of
copper and green.
Garlands
of yellow,
orange
and red autumn
leaves were
strung around the room, while from a
network of green rope, varicolored
balloons added to the festive air. The 01'chestra was enclosed by brightly decked

ly swear

You Mets:

that we "knew him when."

MR. MENCKEN
Monday

the new, that
Procrastinators

See Newton or Hintalla
for particulars.
\>es, you must have domesticated inclinations.

grandchildren

nis ball.

the

Classes in home economics
will be
taught noon hours in the sophomore lab.
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Paxson-Rockefeller Co.

sonle wicked ink off his military penbrush?
I wonder if he still wears that
:
ALL NIGHT DRUG SERVICE
•
impossible military hair-cut, or if he has
24 WEST PARK STREET
a pretty one such as W. B. scouted in
KODAK DEVELOPING AND PRINTING
"Dress
Parade?"
Oh Murphy,
please
send him a copy of this paper and un24 West Park Street
61 East Park Street
de.riine the word i~possible.
Here's
Phone 572
Phone 665
looking at you anyway, Rusty, we're proud
__;;:c_;;:_;;:_"'_"'_;;;_;;;_;;;_"'_"'_-;;_~
__~_;;:_;;;... _.. _;:;_;;;_;:;;_"'_"'_"'_=_;;:C__ ;;:_=C_=C._"'_"'_"'_~_~_~_=_=_-_-__-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-___-_to be able to someday tell our great IlL,.~_~_"'_c;;_-;;_;;:c
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Monday,
Indepen4en~ Tournament
to beheld ..every
Tuesday night at. the K .. C. The win.ning team in this league will be presented with small silver basketball trophfes and of course it is quite' unnecessary to add that the Minerettes are going to make a strong bid. for 'them and
the championship.
The lineup

in the first game:

Rinky-Dinks (5)
Minerettes (7)
R. F. Mike Mulholland ....Mike Murray (3)
L. F. Birdie Maillet (2)
Jo Michael
C. Dot Kane (3)
Ceil Maillet (2)
R. G. Mary O'Leary
Sally Henry (2)
L. G. Margaret Murphy
Nora McBride
MINERETTES

10-CENTRAL
IORS 0
Contrary' to expectations
the
proving girls' team defeated the
gang from Central' to the tune

SEN-

to procure, funds for ·t):1e purchase
of route and Kiely went out of the game
white sweaters with a miniature basketsoon after, for making his excitement
ball and "M"as
emblem for the team. too apparent.
He took-the game out with
Knowing -this, the majority of the stu- him. The Miners never lost their fight
dents co-operated to make the dance the up to the last gun but had a lot of odds
huge success that it was.
Jimmy Mc- to overcome before they could be able to
Evans'.orchestra
"The Orioles" contributbeat the Saints team.
ed. music that put unusual pep and spirit
The Mines overcame an early lead to
into the crowd, and, altogether, the dance defeat the Idaho Tech quint 30 to 15 in
was ..a social and financial success.
a rough basketball game at the Mines
We, the. team, hereby take this means Gym on Feb:uary tst.
of thanking all who championed
ported our cause, the faculty,
committee, and students,

CLASS

NEWS

14, 1!}28-

AND COMMENT

Among our new exchanges are three
from Idaho;
The U-HI TIMES, union
High
School,
Kellogg;
the
WA-Jil
BOOSTER, Wallace High School, Wallace;
and
the WHITE
PINE,
Coeur
d' Alene High School, Coeur d'Alene. All
are well-edited papers of about the same
size.
from

Due to a slippery floor, playing was difficult.
The Idaho bunch had a slow

and supexecutive

DAWSON HOLDS WRESTLING
___

EXCHANGE

February

terest

The "Times" and "Booster," being
mining cities, are of especial into the Acropolitan.

breaking offense and bucking an airtight
defense found baskets few and far between.
Kelly, Kiely, and Dennehy played stel-

--We notice in the Dec. 6 issue of the
U-HI TIMES that the ACROPOLITAN
is given credit for being published bY

Ted Dawson, a Sophomore, has organfast-Imized a wrestling class at the Butte "Y"
scrappy
of 10 to which meets Monday and Friday even·
ings. Ted has volunteered
his services
O In a preliminary
to the Idaho-Mines
game. Good passing was displayed, al- to the "Y". and has had under his dithough the Co-Eds missed several set- rection the training of a wrestling team

lar games for the Ore Diggers', all three
breaking into the scoring column.
Kiely

Butte
High
School. We don't
whether to be sore or just dignified

with
man

it-maybe
it's a typographical
stead of editorial.

ups
The game also
rough in the second half,
called closely and did not
Kathryn
Murray played

time.
I three Spokane high schools will edit a
So far this season the mines men have edition of the Spokane Daily Chronicle.
played 13 games which are listed below. The Chronicle student day is to be JanMines (41)
"Travelers"
(14) uary 12. North, Central, Lewis and Clark,

was somewhat
but the referee
slow the game.
a stellar floor

to meet the Bobcat team of
State College in two tournamerits. Some of the students who are
working out. with Ted are: Clarence Cota,
Ross Henry,

in

and Verdo Johnson.

six of the

ten

points.

Elsie

Morris

MINES

Minerettes
(10)
Central Seniors (0)
R. F. Kathryn Murray (2), Helen Winston
(6)

~.Birdie Maillet
C. Ceil Maillet
Elsie Morris
R. G. Nora McBride (2) Rosie La Duke
E G'. Katherine
Lee
Villa Watson
--At a recent meeting of the basketball
team, the members elected Nora McBride
to lead the' team

through the remainder
,
of the. season.
The 'girls feel that they
have made an excellent' choice, as Nora
has shown herself co-operative
at all
times.
She has the characteristics
of
·good sportmanship

and

aggressiveness,

John· Leary,

HOOPSTERS
---

(Oont.inued

Nov. 23-Butte
Mines

(34)

rrom

Page

Mines

(15)

Mines

One)

(24)

Couch

McAuliffe'S 'Ore Diggers out..
the Dillon Normal in a game
marked
with
Roug·hness. The
final
score being 30 to 24 with the Miners at
the long end. Th e game was p Iaye d on
fought

the

Normal

floor

at

Dillon.

The Intermountain
game was nip and
tuck for the first half, but in the sec-

fident

and had no trouble
and

half,
Kiely

the

fared

better

from then on.

Kelly

Mines

team

kept· he basket

...

Timber

Butte

hot

and

(6)

Bob Cats

Dec. 17-Bozeman
Mines (14)
University
Dec. 31-Butte
Mines (24)
"Travelers"
January 3-Butte
Mines

(26)

Mines

(31)

Dennehy

and Matlock starred for the Miners while
Robenson played' a spectacular
game for
the losers.

the

third

and Hillyard

Centerville

time

students

of the

Mines
Mines
Mines

R' k
......... ........ IC s College
Jan. 5-Butte

(14)

by novices

(37)

ested
little

January
Mines (24)

the

st. Charles
Jan.

at

the

game

who are inter-

in the work, but who have bad
experience
on a real newspaper.

Each year the high positions on the staff
change from one school to the otber SO
that each school has a chance to be re!?(16)· resented
in each position
every three
years."
(17)

Idaho Tech. (13)
12-Pocatello
Ricks Colleae (35)
~
January 13-Rexburg
(30)'
Mont. Normal (24)
Jan. 14-Dillon
Intermountain
20-Helena'"

to

O::l)

. January
(8)

(31)

each send four students

(15) -edit the paper.
The burdens of a large
newspaper wiII be taken over for a time

Butte

..

end

---

I

Hopkins

WIN

the Ore Diggers.
MINES (30)-NOMAL

.and With such' a leader, the team is conof victory.

John

"For

error, in-

I

Butte

'from Central was remarkable,
although
she couId not connect.
The lineups:

L. F, Jo •. l\iichaet

played a good game of basketball while
in the game, not slowing it up at any

scheduled
Montana

game, andJo Michael, as sleeper, dropped

sixteen points, was the high point
for the
game. The
substitutes

knoW
about

r-~-~-~-~-~-~

From the
Spokane.

21-Helena:

CENTRAL

NEWS,

================::::::_..,~
The iVEPf7 YORK

Shoe, Shining and Hat Cleaning

Phone 94
67 'V. 'Park St., Butte,

(19)
(34)

NORTH

~

Ir.----u----

"'~OJ1t.

",...

--:::;:;J.

uu __~~
:

i Rocky Mountain !
i Fur Company i

. PINS FOR THE CO-EDS
substitutes, while in the game, kept the Mines (30)
Idaho Tech (15)
Deciding that it was necessary for the pace. Matlock
played his usual good
Feb. I-Butte'
•
Co-Ed Club to have some insignia by game. The team thinks that it had an
--which to distinguish itself, President Jean off night or it would have beaten the
334
•
•
266 •
McGregor has ordered some pins with Panthers
worse than they did.
".n u
u
~~)I
the school crest and colors with "Co-Ed
The Ore Diggers tasted defeat at the i
.:.!_I._I)~t)_CI_.)_I'_'\_C_.._.CI~II..,.lt;.
Club" on them for the members.
This hands of the St. Charles five on the
Established 1887
•
does not mean only those attending the Helena floor, on January 21st.
This is
PAU1UIE PARISIAN DYE HOUSE'
THE NATIONAL HOTEL
Mines now, but all other girls who have a bitter break for the Mines, as it was
Inc.
Sullivan & Swanson. Props.
French Dyeing and Cleaning
•
hope d we would win after the way footever attended.
Phone 1943
.
We Liisure QUI' Custornm's' Goode
- -01 Ut hAM
t i
ball turned out with St. Charles.
The
60 W. Galena, Cor. Dakota, Phone 516'
I
a
ve.
Butte,
on.,
When it was announced that the pins
.:<C)_')_I)_C)_(I~)_()_{)_c_._C)._.t'~·:·
had been ordered, the girls were quite game was marked
by much
fouling
elated, and immediately made plans for Moreover, it was fast from the very first;
6"·
a candy sale and a ll).ncheon to be given the score see-sawing and forth.
The
in the near future, . The proceeds of these first half ended with st. Charles at the
sales will be used to defray the expenses long end of a 16-14 score.
The second
of the pins, so all the girls are co-op- half opened with the Mines taking the
We believe we serve the best holiday dinerating in every way to make the pro- lead by a three-point
margin.
Soon
~,o
ners, and can save the housewives all the
,ject successful.
after, the referee called the fourth dis- !
work. A trial wiII convince you of our
qualifying
foul on Matlock who up to
enjoyable luncheons.
that time had played a stellar game at
OUR BASKETBALL DANCE
guard and center.
Mahagin was substiUndoubtedly successful and thoroughly
tuted.
The scoring was kept up by both
enjoyed by all who attended
was the teams until the last few minutes when
120 WEST PARK STREET
'
•
BUTTE, MONTANA
Girls' Basketball Dance given by the team the Saints got hot and began pouring
Jan. 31. The object of the dance was them m. LIttle went out by the foul
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Shirley Clothes Shop

Suits and Overcoats
forMenandYoungMen

! 14 NORTH MAIN ST. $20, $25
.~.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------•

and $30

(I_()

....

Cafe
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DEBATE

SEASON

STARTS

SOON

NEW STUDENTS FOR
SEMESTER

A

o

R

0 P 0 Ii I TAN
HANDBALL'SERIE'S

SECOND

(Continued
(Continued

from

Page

Page

One)

.9-lIintalla vs.. Talpt (w). ..
10-McFarland vs. Weyerstall (w)
ll-D'erinehy vs,' '()'conDor (w) .
12-Matter (w) vs. 'liahagin:
13-lIolly vs. Williams.
14-Hall (w) vs. wenaas,
15-:-Connolly (w) vs. Rodlin.
16-Whelan vs. Hlndichsen (w) .

Several new students have enrolled at
the School for the new semester, which
will offset the loss to the school of other
students who at dropping their work
here.
Among those starting, are Paul and
Almost everyday now, half a 'dozen or
SOof Mines students may be seen. or Ed Eno, both of whom were students here
Perhaps it would be better to say, may in times past. Richard Matter is anb~ heard, about 4 P. M. in room four of other former student resuming his work

State Collge of Bozeman will be held in
the latter part of March; and there may
be a debate with a team from Weber College of Utah, later on.Itn Butte:

:=~~.

~:st m:pr~~~:!a:l:rug~:t~!_:t;ic~~

w~:~k·~~y S:~l !~:e::~:!

names. The question is: Resolved; that
the United states should cease to ,prot act by means of. armed forces, the in\~rests of ,her citi~e~s,;.in foreign countijies. except after a formal declaration
O~war.
I

i~h~~n::

SHEETS-POWELL

I

~

CON~INUES

'

(Continue-d~O;p,,,,)

i~g the metal minerals from each other'
~re given." Various "p'~'ocess'eJof flota-

ri

Ion developed for the treatment of ~omPleleores were described by Mr. Sheri-

l~

"A

I

!~
!

These lectures are invaluable as they
Present the varied knowledge of wideaWakemen derived by actual experience
ill:the various professions and industries.
It is well worth the while of anyone to
a~end these lectures.
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Everything
Overcoats,
in vatiety
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-EVERYTHING NEEDED TO CONDUCT A MINE-LARGE OR SMALL.
-MAIL

ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.

A. C. M. Hardware House
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MEDLIN'S
PHARMACY

i

Composedof a group of lectures delivered
by successful professional men in various
fields and are open to students and the
general public. A lecture is given every
two weeks, Wednesday evening at 8;00
O'clockin the chemistry lecture room at
the School of Mines.

'.'

and
In

Table"

~as hitherto regarded as waste will be
Workedfor the recovery of valuable mintal content, which was unrecoverable by
Previous methods.'
'the School of Mines Lecture Series is .:.__

','

.:-

.:..··'

.t.,

-, ~ Our ten-pay-plall

I

::~te;~::,m!:t~~~;~~r~o~~:~~:d~t:a;
COminginto use, vast dumps of what

.Treat
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Holiday
flavors
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9ferating cost and a very' much greater v
llercentage of recovery·. ,The processes of
6qparating minerals from quartz and -,i'
,
Ojherwaste, and °the methods of separat- i

'.0' • D'.•

.:.

.!.

W.· Broadway

'r' •. 'y'"

·.F· . '0'

~~~
•••

*'

ewelers·,

57·

..

;

.t.

.

'

!o.•••!o.

came back. Mr. Kenneth bellows came
here from Wyoming to take up Freshman
nu M R
A
h
t t
work ,w 1 e r. amos ngeao as s 0.1' ed 'Sophomore work, coming all the way
:from Phillipine slands, .
-

·,'!'he School of Mines, may· look ~orw~rd
tq a rather good debate s!J.sQ't\"Judgmg':
frpmthe p~esent indicatio'n~'It 'is hopedJ
t~at the teams' will have the heai·ty sup- .
lit"'.'1 rt of the, wh,ole,stud.e.
nt .body,
.
-

:\

from

,..:'Ate yoilany relation to PlitO'Rourke'?:
.,"Only- very distant: Oy. 'was me.
mother's ...f'irst child and Pat wa.s the:
thirteenth."

ON

One)

~.------.---------------------
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Annexas
large

Mining

silver

ACROPOLITAN

Co .• at

camp.

Newton. 1919. is assistant

Pac-

Claude

Mr. 'fl. O. Proctor.

class

1908. is6u-

foreman

Vaupell,

1920. has, opened

an

Mexico City as a Consulting

E. R. Cullity.

HALEY CONDUCTS CLASS

To the big-hearted

office

in

1912. Sales Engineer

chinery.

for

The

class has been in session

cussed by Mr. Haley. Topics of interest
to be reviewed in the future will cover

company

steam engines. compressors.
ery, and others.

his father

who is living at Glendive. M(;m-

tana.

opened.

Mr.
and

J. Wiegenstein.

Class 1909.

There

are

day from

many

members

of

12:15 to one o'clock,

Alumni of the School of Mines whom we see a direct

use for any of the valuable

months from an attack of Brights disease. Mr. Wiegenstein was Commissioner of Public Works for the City of Butte

are

that

wo~ld appreciate

for a period

and the occupation

1927. after

of six years. prior

which he accepted

to May.

a position

with the state highway engineers at Polson. Montana.
At present he is at his

bel'S:

to locate

George

Cheung.

at

present.

of the following mem-

Jesse

1905;

E.

Cohan.

Mr. Wiegen~tein
cessful recovery.

for a speedy

and

sue-

man.

1917; EIlis P. Frink.

Harmon.

1923; Henry

V. V. Mason.

Mr. Theo. Pilger.
and

1909. is again in the

United

States

present.

with the Foreign Service Division

Bureau

of Foreign

merce, Washington.

is

located

for

and Domestic
D. C.

the

Com-

John E. Hunt. 1915. and family have
been visiting friends
and relatives
~n
Butte for the past three weeks.
Mr.
Hunt will return
to Tezuitlan.
Pueblo.
Mexico about 'the first of February. to
resume charge of the milling operations
for the Mexico Corporation.

Lockwood

information
Mr. Haley.

can

be gleaned

,I,

T.

J

A modern

The
mother

seen

in her mouth

at the same time.

of

1916;

A. Fresh-

1922; Charles

E. Kuphal.
John

1904;

N. Petersen.

1923; A. F. Pratt. 1913; Paul D. Pratt.
1905; F. Arnold Rowe. 1921; G. B. Tseo.
1917; Jay E. Van Gundy.
Willson. 1923.
We would

also

appreciate

He wrote:
"The man forgot to lock
his stable and hasn't seen his horse sense.

PENS REP AIRED

ALJS PHOTO

receive

trips to other metallurgical
and mining
camps. and also positions which are open
and might be of interest to other graduates or even students of the School of
Mines. The Acropolitan is one means of

plainly

young

,

people

the

schools

our

city.

of

sense '."

FOUNTAIN
to

is

of the

by the patronage
the

from

"Jimmie. write a sentence on the blackboard
containing
the
words
'horse

11105; Fay G.

from all members. any news items concerning your travels. change of position.

hospitality

Lockwood

is one who can hold

C. safety pins and a cigarette

1912;

,,
,,
,
,,,
,,
,

from

_
Thos. F. Collins. 1917; Herman

home in Butte.
The Alumni 'extend their best wishes to

The

to receive the addresses
Archibald.

1919;

We

of rejoicing.

and the

many students
who are taking advantage of this opportunity are able to for-

the

and we can as-

Ir.---------------~--------------------="

mill machin-

has been seriously ill for a period of three

unable

expressions

The class meets at the noon hour every

Milling equipment.

Mr. Henry

us ungrateful.

all other

of Los Angeles. has been transferred
to
Montreal. where a branch office of the

in Metallurgical

not think

Problems on sump pumping and many
other things have ben taken up and dis-

January 30. Mr. Lee. who is the representative of the Ingersoll Rand Company

Corporation

has been recently

class:

sure you that any similar offer in the
future will be given more consideration.
"My Maryland" is coming.
Oheerio l and

the Southwestern

CuIlity is specializing

Sophomore

for four weeks. during which time practical questions have been asked and answered on boilers. pumps and turbines.

Wallace H. Lee. class 1923. was a visitor at the School of Mines on Monday.

at Miami. Florida. was called back to
Montana suddenly due to the !1lness of

14. 1928

O.

Geologist.

Enginering

February

We. the accused. Greentree and secreMr.
Haley
has
recently
organized
a
tary
wish in this manner to thank everyat the
de
class of many students for instruction in one concerned for a certain tender rna
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